
Leadership Lessons from 

“The Four  A gr eement s ”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductions:OurselvesThe BookTerri – Thoughts…	Jenna – this is the present that I give to all graduates.  I think that these are such good life lessons that I want every kid making their way into adulthood to remember these… and save themselves a lot of headaches!  I will be honest, there are a few of these concepts that I still really struggle with… but we will talk about that later!  If we just tried harder at these 4 agreements, our lives would truly be better… as spouses, parents, friends, and specifically for today, leaders.Here is what we said we would talk about to keep us focused…In his book, “The Four Agreements,” Don Miguel Ruiz details four guiding principles that create a simple and effective code of conduct.  This session will review the four principles of the book and will offer tips on how you can integrate these principles to become a more effective leader.   In this session you will:Review the four agreements – Be impeccable with your word - TerriDon't take anything personally – JennaDon't make assumptions - TerriAlways do your best - JennaIdentify ways to make small changes to daily routine to incorporate the four agreements into daily actionThrough interactive discussion, apply the four agreements in leadership scenarios.Liberating Structures Activity1-2-4-ALLWhat are the two most important skills for a leader to have?  (Terri – is this a good “get them out of their seat thinking” question? A different one?  Instructions for activity below)http://www.liberatingstructures.com/1-1-2-4-all/
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Be Impeccable with Your Word

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TERRI“Speak with integrity.  Say only what you mean.  Avoid using the word to speak against yourself or to gossip about others.  Us the power of your word in the direction of truth and love.”Transition: Key skills for this chapter…	the power of the word	Ruiz’s definition of “impeccable”



Key Leadership Traits 

• Integrity

• Trustworthiness

• Accountability

• Self-awareness

Be Impeccable with Your Word

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TERRI(JRE Thoughts… Delete/update/etc…)It is more than do what you say you will do.  You have to do this for yourself.  You have to be impeccable with your word… to yourself!Use Covey definition of character – tie to 7 Habits information.  13 behaviors – Show Loyalty.  What you do for the one translates for the many.Integrity – “If I could teach only one value to live by, it would be this: Success will come and go, but integrity is forever. Integrity means doing the right thing at all times and in all circumstances, whether or not anyone is watching. It takes having the courage to do the right thing, no matter what the consequences will be. Building a reputation of integrity takes years, but it takes only a second to lose, so never allow yourself to ever do anything that would damage your integrity.” – Forbes article author Amy Reese Anderson“Character is like a tree and�reputation like its shadow.�The shadow is what we think of it;�the tree is the real thing.”�– Abraham Lincoln“Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet.�Only through experience of trial and suffering can the soul be strengthened,�ambition inspired, and success achieved.”�– Helen KellerGroup Discussion – What is one way that you can incorporate this agreement back at the office? 







Don't Take Anything Personally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JENNA�“Nothing others do is because of you.  What others say and do is a projection of their own reality.  When you are immune to the opinions and actions of others, you won’t be the victim of needless suffering.”StorySay it with me, “Sticks and Stones may. Break my bones… (let class finish the rest.)Think about the last time words hurt you.  What was said?  Was it true?  What did you do/how did you release the negative juju that came with the words… that hurt you?Did you act like this?



https://youtu.be/aYmOqPFyJPw

https://youtu.be/aYmOqPFyJPw


Don’t Take Anything Personally
Key Leadership Traits 

• Dealing with conflict

• Confidence

• Receiving feedback

• Resiliency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JENNAReframe:Taking things personally is the “maximum expression of selfishness”.  Think about that.  When you take things personally, you focus all of the efforts on YOU.A few thoughts.  A lot of times, we will read into (make assumptions… next slide) someone’s statement and then take it personally.  Stop.  Then other times, someone is very pointed in their critique of you.  Maybe at work, someone says that you are a tyrant… or a control freak… or indecisive… or lacking in knowledge… maybe you are.   Maybe you aren’t.  Maybe they don’t even know you…. Don’t take it personally.  Good advice from an article a mom wrote… “A letter of advice to my adult daughter… inspired by her 3 year old self”10. Latch onto positive feedback.Yes, you should take constructive criticism seriously and try to improve. But don’t focus so single-mindedly on negative feedback that you look back in a year and find that you can’t even remember positive things that were said to you.If it is something that needs to be addressed, then use conflict resolution skills to deal with it If it is something that you need to hear, work on receiving feedback.If it is something that is mean and inapplicable, then let it go.  If it is mean and true, incorporate/learn.  Resiliency… what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger…   And remember – failure is sometimes the best gift…“I will not let anyone walk through my mind with their dirty feet.” ~GandhiWhat to Do When Words Hurt You (Just Like Sticks and Stones)By Rebecca Mckown�https://tinybuddha.com/blog/words-hurt-just-like-sticks-stones/In truth, words can’t hurt. They are only words. The words cannot live without us feeding them with our thoughts. Without thoughts put behind them, they mean nothing.It has taken me some time to realize this, and the way I did it was by becoming a sieve.Let me explain what being a sieve means.We hear and see things hundreds of times a day.We hear a train whistle. We step on a leaf. We hear the words “thank you.” We watch a cat jump on a fence. Our days are filled with sensory input.We take it all in at the moment, then we allow it to pass. We still may hold on to the memory, but this experience hasn’t affected us. We allowed them to pass right through us.Then there are things that we don’t allow to pass: the judgmental glare, the insinuation that we ate too much, the lack of appreciation, the insult from a nearby driver.These instances stick with us. We didn’t let them pass like we did with the cat jumping over the fence. Instead, we fed these experiences with thought after thought, dissecting and defining. We absorbed it all.Why? Why do we hold on to some things and allow others to stay with us?We think about and keep alive certain experiences. Some are good, like the passionate kiss we received from a lover or a simple smile from a passing stranger. Keep these ones that feel good. Let them nourish you.But when you come across an experience that doesn’t feel good, be a sieve. Let what feels bad go straight through you. Don’t hesitate. Don’t let the thoughts or anger take over.Here are the extremely simple yet life-changing steps to letting go.Recognize the bad feeling that comes from words directed at you. Here you have the choice to feed the experience with thoughts or to just let them go.If you are willing to let the experience go, imagine yourself as a sieve. Now see the bad words and thoughts pass right through you.For example, let's say a friend tells you that a mutual acquaintance said something negative about you, and you immediately feel hurt and angry.Have those power building statements/memes/posters that help you bounce back… 











Don’t Take Anything Personally
Key Leadership Traits 

• Dealing with conflict

• Confidence

• Receiving feedback

• Resiliency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JENNAGroup Discussion – What is one way that you can incorporate this agreement back at the office? 



Don’t Make Assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TERRI“Find the courage to ask questions and to express what you really want.  Communicate with others as clearly as you can to avoid misunderstandings, sadness, and drama.  With just this one agreement, you can completely transform your life.”Outward Mindset vs Inward MindsetMaking assumptions may make for good sitcoms – but not good real life relationships.



Key Leadership Traits 

• Outward mindset

• Critical thinking

• Interpersonal skills

• Communication skills

Don’t Make Assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TERRI(Terri – thoughts I had typed… delete/use/whatever.  This is your slide/section!)  For critical thinking – Sometimes our thoughts are like a run away horse.  (MADDIE Story)We start to think about something and suddenly, we have gone from point A to point B based on limited information.  Describe the process for making decisions and how we have to make assumptions and use our internal biases and prejudices to create our path forward.  This is our normal reaction.  So we have to be VERY careful as we work through this agreement.  We have to be critical in our thinking.  Is what I am thinking a true statement, or have I made an assumption… of motive, of emotion… etc.  One statistic that I read stated that 95% of what we have learned to believe about ourselves, what we say to ourselves in our head, are not true statements.  Think about this…Mental tapes/judgements… “Go with what you know” – Jim’s mantra Group Discussion – What is one way that you can incorporate this agreement back at the office? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
	MSU – Catastrophizing



Always Do Your  B es t

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JENNA“Your best is going to change from moment to moment; it will be different when you are healthy as opposed to sick.  Under any circumstance, simply do your best and you will avoid self-judgement, self-abuse, and regret.”Share your Story - Have them share a story that they are proud of to each other instead of us telling a story.   Talk about how hard it is to see the good in ourselves sometimes…?   Have them share a story that they heard from some one else?



Always Do Your Best
Key Leadership Traits 

• Positive attitude

• Motivation

• Perseverance

• Self-awareness

• Self-regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a review of the book, the author said that this is his favorite agreement.  The other agreements are mental – things to work through in our minds.  If we can hold to this and always do our best, then our actions give the other agreements power.  If we are doing our best, then we can be impeccable with our word.  If we have done our best, then your opinion of me won’t matter, I will be able to not take it personally.  And if I have done my best, I am at a better place to not place assumptions on someone else – the focus can be on me, my actions, my attitude, my behavior.  At the end of the day, there is only one person that we can control.  ME.  And I can control my attitude. (slide transition)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Henry Ford – If you think you can, or you think you can’t… you’re right.



Always Do Your Best
Key Leadership Traits 

• Positive attitude

• Motivation

• Perseverance

• Self-awareness

• Self-regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fake Smile –https://www.nbcnews.com/better/health/smiling-can-trick-your-brain-happiness-boost-your-health-ncna822591http://happierhuman.com/smile/Motivation/Perseverance – Goal setting.  Kid comparison?  Workout story… (It is in that push that you need to listen to your brain… and work on what you say to yourself!) HA! For exercise… but for work/career/parenting my self talk is highly motivating.  So, I have had to change my talk for my workouts… “you got this” “don’t quit”… although, tell bike story – 7 miles in – then song on the radio (find the song…)Self-awareness/Self-regulation – back to my exercise story – I can’t go as fast as my husband.  I have to set a different goal and be proud of that one.  And, there are times that I have to ride alone so that a) he can do his best and b) I can feel like I am leading and not following…  Self-regulation – I can ride a lot harder/faster/farther if I get a good nights sleep and I only have 1 IPA the night before the ride…  At work, for me, I have to apply my thoughts the same way.  I over commit.  So, being aware of what I can and can’t get done and then knowing when to communicate that out.Group Discussion – What is one way that you can incorporate this agreement back at the office? 



Questions?
• Terri Willis

• University of Colorado Boulder

• Director of Infrastructure and 
Sustainability HR

• Jenna Elmer
• University of Arizona

• Assistant Director of Facilities 
Management HR
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